DIANE DEMETRE
World-renowned bestselling author, keynote speaker,
television presenter, life skills therapist,

ABOUT DIANE
Diane Demetre is the award-winning bestselling author of ten
fiction and non-fiction books including her latest release, Master
Mindset, which offers the reader 21 ways to master their mindset
throughout the coronavirus pandemic.
With a career spanning most aspects of the entertainment industry
(choreographer, director, dancer, and actress), Diane's extensive
television and theatre experience blesses her with energizing and
enthusiastic oration skills allowing her to serve as interviewer or
interviewee with ease and competency.
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Following her successful stage career, Diane diversified her career moving

Professionally

into stress & life skills therapy eventually morphing these skills into a new
career in the entertainment industry as a key note speaker, and radio and
television presenting.

DIANE'S
LIFE

Never too far from her performative roots, Diane famously embodied the
pseudonym the 'Goddess of Love' starring on Gold FM's Nitemix program
broadcast to millions listeners nationally, and appearing on Channel
10/Foxtel's Beauty and the Beast program with beasts, Stan Zemanek and
Doug Mulray.

HOLLYWOOD LEGEND
CHARLTON HESTON

In 1996, Diane was approached to act as emcee for
Hollywood legend Charles Heston's autobiography
launch event held in Sydney. Diane recalls, "when I
stood aside to allow him access to the lectern, he
leaned close to me “Well done, and that’s my
professional opinion.” To be so close to him sent
shivers up my spine, let alone to receive his
compliment."
Right: Diane with Charles Heston

SPIRITUAL CONNECTION
HIS HOLINESS DALAI LAMA

"When I bowed my head on his approach, His Holiness took
my hand and moved to a row of chairs. Drawing
me beside him, he nodded to his entourage. Though they
were obviously surprised by his move, they hurried
everyone into position for a group photograph.
Throughout this shuffling, he clung to my hand, chatting and
laughing with me. I was dumbstruck. He was being with me.
His grip was certain, his skin was soft, cool and delicate. We
sat straight-backed like children in a school photo, me with
the biggest grin. His hand never released mine until after
the photographer nodded."

“Many thanks for waking our members up and giving them a
new perspective on life. We need more speakers who promote

What people say about

the philosophy of ‘the sky is the limit’ for everybody – not just
a chosen few.” - Cheryl Vize, Director Australian Franchising
Association
“Diane is a woman who commands a room and gets to the core

DIANE'S
SPEAKING

of the truth in a way that touches you inside. I experienced an
awakening of the mind and soul that challenged my way of
thinking about life which has made a lasting impact on my life.
An extraordinary woman with extraordinary gifts and an
extraordinary story to share.”
Amy Rose Gilltrap, IWD Leadership Award Program 2009-2019

BRINGING VEGAS...
...TO AUSTRALIAN AUDIENCES

As she reflects on the highlights of her expansive career,
Diane lists her role as the Assistant Director and
Choreographer to leading Las Vegas director, Jerry
Jackson, as the pièce de résistance.
Together, Diane and Jerry staged the first two multimillion dollar extravaganzas at Conrad Jupiter's Casino
on the Gold Coast.
Right: Publicity shot of Diane and Jerry, Diane in her can-can costume from a
Parisian scene and Jerry in his rehearsal gear.

#1 IN LEADERSHIP
& FEMALE ADVOCACY

Last year, Diane was awarded the 2019 Leadership in
Entertainment, Creative Arts and Media Industry award;
recognition for her leadership across a diverse range of
roles in the entertainment industry and notably her
instrumental role in shaping national industrial relations
laws in the late 1980's. It was Diane's high-profile
sexual harassment and wrongful dismissal cases which
shaped industrial relations laws Australia-wide and
marked the first public #metoo event in Australia.

“If the Gold Coast was a woman it would be the beautiful
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Diane” - Doug Mulray, Beauty and the Beast host.
"She is a woman to be admired with a life story you can't
afford to miss" - Tippi Hedren, Hollywood great

DIANE'S
PRESENTING

"Diane is the voice of reason, rationale, and calm that the
world needs. Now more than ever. Her no-nonsense
approach is precise and succinct yet delivered with Diane's
trademark; unwavering care and compassion." - AusRom
Digital Marketing Australia

MASTER MINDSET
SHIFTING HUMAN PERSPECTIVE

Diane has developed an experiential skill set that shifts
human perspective to the infinite master mindset of being,
doing and having more.Her rare ability to break down
complex issues into simple shortcuts and connect with
people on a higher level, elevates and energises her
audiences to embody physical, emotional, mental, financial
and spiritual change.Diane doesn’t sell ‘concepts’ of
enlightenment, motivation or freedom. She shares triedand-tested insights and strategies which have generated
significant success and fulfilment in her own life.

#CORONAVIRUS
TO #CONSCIOUSNESS

In Master Mindset, Diane presents 21 ways you can master
your life as the coronavirus wreaks havoc across the planet.
Within the pages of this pithy, pragmatic handbook, she guides
you through 21 chapters each with actionable exercises
designed to be read in under 21 minutes. One chapter a day for
twenty-one days and you’re well on your way to energizing
life-changing habits with a Master Mindset.
By the time the pandemic has passed, you’ll be primed to
launch into the world, ready to be more, do more of what
matters, and have more of what counts.

I liken Diane’s work to that of Wayne Dyer who has inspired
and helped so many around the world. The tools Diane shares

What people say about

are lifelong strategies for creating a life of meaning,
connection and possibility.” - Tracy Costa, GradDipPsych (Adv)
"Finally, a helpful book for these times! Away from the fear
mongering, gossip and chaos of Covid19, Diane Demetre

DIANE'S
WRITING

brings common sense and a fresh new perspective in this
knowledge-based publication, along with actionable steps and
exercises.Away from the fluffy feel good but short-lived
advice out there, this book has quality substance and clarity
and above all, shows ways we can move forward now with
elegance and regain the peace of mind we are all craving." Amber Demas, Solopreneur

Diane is available for live- and pre-recorded crosses to

Let's connect

discuss her transformative new book, Master Mindset,
as well as her history as one of Australia's finest
performers.
To ensure flawless on-air presentation, Diane has a

TRUST YOUR
AUDIENCE TO
DIANE

lighting and camera assistant, as well as superior
quality audio-visual equipment.
Diane presents stunningly with an eloquent and
articulate speaking style that is engaging and
endearing. We think your audience will love her!

